
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF HELLOPAY™CARD USE

Valid from July 18, 2016

Recent  General  Terms  and  Conditions  (hereinafter  the  “GTC”)  define  general
terms and conditions for the HELLOPAY™ card (hereinafter the “Card”) issued by
the ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY S.R.O.  company  (hereinafter  the “Issuer”),  as
well  as the rights and obligations of the Card user (hereinafter the “User”) in
relation to the Card use, relating to the use of the Card during FOOD PARADE
2016 (hereinafter the “Event”), dated September 03-04, 2016 and organized by
CHEFPARADE s.r.o.  (hereinafter the “Organizer”).  Provisions of the current GTC
are of decisive nature in relation to all legal relationships between the Issuer and
the User in relation to the use of the Card. The Issuer publishes valid GTC on the
www.hello-pay.cz website, where they are available for viewing and printing.

I. DEFINITIONS

1. Issuer: ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY s.r.o., residing at  Růžová 951/13, Praha 1, IČ
24186279.

2. Organizer: CHEFPARADE s.r.o., Jeronýmova 325/7, Praha 3, IČ: 27893057.

3. Card: a contactless, RFID technology based coupon for electronic payments.

4. Partner Places: all places of the Event, where it is possible to pay by the Card. 

5.  User:  Card User as per § 4 art. 2 of the Payment System Act.

6. Cooperating Party: a subsupplier or a representative of the Issuer, who handles
the provision of the Service. 

7. Third Party: all natural persons or legal entities other than the Issuer and legal
entities and natural persons in contact with the Issuer and the User.

8. Rules: internal regulations of the places of acceptance, individually determined
by these places of acceptance. 

9. Website: the website of the Issuer, located at www.hello-pay.cz

10. Organizer:  the operator of the Event which the Issuer has entered into a
contractual legal relationship.

11. Transactions: purchase(s) made by the Card, recharging the Card balance,
pay out of the Card balance in cash. Questions regarding the balance on the card
are not regarded as Transactions. 

II. SCOPE OF GTC

1. The scope of the current GTC includes legal relationship of the Issuer and the
User. Legal relationship of the Issuer and the Cooperating Party is regulated by an
individual legal relationship. 

2. Recent GTC are valid till September 30, 2016.



3. The User acknowledges that the Issuer is entitled to unilaterally supplement
the GTC.  The legitimate reasons include changes in the binding provisions of the
legal regulations concerning the legal relationship between the parties, as well as
other  circumstances  where  the  change  is  justified  by  other  situations  that
seriously affect safe and proper use of the Card. Following the amendments to
the GTC, the Issuer is obliged to publish new, merged GTC on the Website to
inform the  Users.  By  publishing  the  complemented  GTC  on  the  Website,  the
changes become immediately applicable and effective. The Issuer recommends
the Users to carefully monitor changes in the GTC on the Website. By using the
Card, the Users recognize the binding nature of the provisions of the current GTC.

III. CREATION OF THE LEGAL RELATIONSHIP

1. The Users expressly acknowledge the fact that receiving and using the Card
establishes a legal relationship between the User and the Issuer. 

2. The Users may receive their Cards at the event, or at entrance to the Event,
after introducing a valid ticket, or at designated places for free against a deposit
payment of CZK 50 (in words: fifty Czech crowns), which will be paid out to the
Users upon returning the unspoiled Card according to the below stated GTC. The
Card  can  be  use  also  at  the  shop  CHEFPARADE,  Husitská  56,  Praha  3
(www.chefparade.cz), but only till September 30, 2016.

3.  The  Organizer  is  entitled  at  the  Partner  Places  to  unilaterally  decide  on
establishing the Card and its acceptance as a payment method either exclusively.

4. The Card is valid upon its takeover, and its use is possible after the initial
recharge. 

IV. REGISTRATION

1. The Card can be used without any registration, but the registration increases
the safety of its use, because the Card balance can be blocked only if the Card
was previously registered. 

2. The Issuer hereby declares that if the User loses an unregistered Card, anyone
may gain access to its balance, for an unregistered Card cannot be blocked. 

4. With regard to the above stated, the Issuer recommends registration of the
Card. The Issuer accepts no responsibility for an omission to register the Card, a
failure  to  follow  the  Rules,  loss  of  the  Card  or  its  damage,  or  any  damage
occurring as a result of its misuse by an unauthorized party. 

5. The Cards are basically not assigned to a name, but the User should not give
the Card to any Third party and he should keep it in a safe place. The registration
of the Card can be completed on the www.hello-pay.cz Website, after the name,
e-mail, date of birth, and gender are entered and the password chosen. During
the registration, the provision of data and handling of personal data are based on
the voluntary consent of the User. In case of registration, the data are associated
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only  with the provided name and email  address.  The primary purpose of  the
manipulation with the data is monitoring transactions performed with the Card. 

V. RECHARGING

1. The Cards are linked with the balance in Czech crowns. This balance may be
increased anytime. The maximum Card balance cannot exceed the equivalent of
EUR 500 in  Czech  crowns.  The  Card  can  be  used to  make purchases  in  any
amount,  provided the balance on the Card covers these purchases.  The Card
balance can be increased anytime.

2. The Cards can be recharged at the designated recharging locations during the
opening hours of the Event. 

3. Recharging the Card: the Card balance may be increased by an amount not
exceeding the equivalent of EUR 250 in Czech crowns at one time, using a credit
card or cash.

VI.  REFUND,  REPLACEMENT  OF  THE  CARD,  AND  TRANSFER  OF  THE
BALANCE

1. The balance on the Card may be use only for a purchase of the goods or
services of Organizer after the Event only at the shop CHEFPARADE, Husitská 56,
Praha 3 (www.chefparade.cz) and only till September 30, 2016.

2.  If  the  User  loses  the  Card,  or  if  the  Card  is  damaged so  much  that  it  is
unusable, the User can request a new Card. The new Card can be requested for a
fee  for  the  use  of  the  Card  in  the  amount  of  CZK 50 (in  words:  fifty  Czech
crowns). The balance on the old Card can be transferred to the new Card only if
the old Card has been registered and locked. The balance on the blocked Card,
which remains immediately after the Card gets blocked, may be transferred to
the new Card. The transfer of the balance can be made through the customer
support. When the balance is transferred, the User who asks for the transfer must
furnish their proof of identity (by presenting their ID card or passport) and agree
with recording of their personal data (name, address, ID card or passport number,
and phone number). The data recorded in this way will  not be processed and
their handling will be carried out in accordance with the relevant provisions. In
the case of a damaged Card, the old damaged Card must be submitted in order
to be able to request a new Card.

VII. PURCHASING

1. Purchases at the Event are charging through festival currency CHEF.

2. Purchases at the Partner Places are carried out through payment terminals.
The terminals are composed of two parts:

(a) device for card reading, located at the counter, and 

(b) the terminal of the sales point, at the inner side of the counter, not always
visible to the visitors.
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Purchase processing: 

(a) the final amount of the order or purchase is entered by the seller to the cash
register and the terminal of the sales point;

(b) the amount of the purchase is displayed at the display of the card reader;

(c) as soon as the User accepts the amount displayed, he places the Card over
the reader to finish the payment transaction; 

(d) the amount is deducted from the balance on the Card;

(e) the display of the card reader turns green and displays the remaining balance
available. In case of a faulty transaction, or if  the balance on the Card is not
sufficient, the reader display turns red. 

3. If the transaction was accidentally made with a wrong amount, or if it must be
cancelled  for  any  reason,  the  terminal  is  able  to  perform such  an  operation.
However, cancelling the transaction can only be done on the terminal where the
transaction took place, and only if it was the last transaction both on the Card
and on the terminal. Cancellation is not possible under any other conditions.

4. Using the terminal does not replace the standard use of a cash register. If the
User returns an already purchased product, the refund conditions must comply
with the legal provisions of the consumer protection.

VIII. CHECKING THE BALANCE

1.  Questions  regarding  the  Card  balance  can  be  raised  immediately  after
purchase  at  the  Partner  Places  and  at  recharge  areas.  The  Card  User,  in
connection with the balance on the Card, acknowledges the database and extract
of the Issuer as definitive and authoritative.

2. The User hereby acknowledges and accept any eventual irregularities, which
can supervene, because the transactions needn´t to be manage by system at the
real time.

IX. BLOCKING

1. The balance on a lost or stolen Card can be blocked only if the Card has been
registered.  The  Card  can  be  blocked  via  the  www.hello-pay.cz  Website.  The
balance remaining on the Card after the blocking may be transferred to a new
Card in accordance with the point VI / 2 above.

X.  OTHER PROVISIONS  

1.  In  the  case  of  unregistered  Cards,  the  Issuer  can  take  the  complaint  into
account only with concurrent presentation of the relevant Card.

2. The Issuer reserves the right to regularly modify the look of the Card, or to
issue Cards of various looks. The recent conditions are valid regardless the look of
the issued Cards. 



3.  The  Issuer  reserves  the  right  for  the  Cards  of  a  different  look  to  provide
discounts of different quality or amount or to provide other services. 

4.  Without  a  written  permission  from  the  Issuer,  it  is  prohibited  to  take
photographs, video recordings or other image recordings of the Cards, terminals,
recharging points and operating personnel, whether from interior or exterior. The
same  rules  apply  for  audio  and  video  recordings  made  with  the  staff  of
recharging points.

Prague, July 18, 2016


